
500S RGB
RGB Soft Gaming Mouse Pad 

Light
Illuminated

450  400mm

Genius Gaming Mouse Pad GX-Pad 500S RGB lights up your gaming environment 
and brings you into competitive sync for battlefield. With its gorgeous visual effects 
and lighting profiles, the GX-Pad 500S RGB implements a ultra smooth surface that 
unlocks refined accuracy and supreme precision aim.



 Anti-Slip Pad Rubber Ultra Smooth Surface 
Super glow fiber and soft cloth surface with Non-Slip 
rubber base ensures precise, accurate mouse control 
and consistent stability on your desk . 

Designed with Non-Slip rubber base , With a micro-
textured,  smooth surface , precise navigation and 
optimize your gaming experience.  

10 Lighting Modes. Including 3 Dynamic modes and 7 
Static lighting modes. Get visually stunning display 
of colors and effects. 

10 Chroma Lighting Modes 

You can easily change the light color mode with a 
finger touch. The backlight controller is well 
accessible and is at the same level as the surface of 
the pad.

 One Touch for Various Lighting Modes 

This mouse pad ensures smoother mouse control and pinpoint accuracy. Whether you’re a gamer or just looking to boost 
your productivity, the Genius Mouse Pad can help you control your PC with greater accuracy.

Medium Size Pad for Most Users  
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Model name

Interface

Speci�cations

Color

RGB Glowing Edging

Price (Suggested retail price) *

*Retail price excludes landing cost and tax. Retail price varies based on your local country regulations regarding possible landing cost and tax di�erence.

Shipping information

Gift box size (L x W x H) 

Carton size (L x W x H)

PCS/CTN

CUFT

Part number & bar code information

Part No.
EAN
UPC

Product

GX-Pad 500S RGB

USB

Size 450 x 400 x 3 mm (17.72 x 15.75 x 0.12 inches)

Black

YES

Material Non-Slip Rubber Base, with a micro-textured, smooth surface  

Rating DC , 5V = 200 mA

What’s included GX-Pad 500S RGB / 1.8m braided USB cable 

(USA) MSRP: US$ 19.99

470 x 100 x 100 mm (18.50 x 3.94 x 3.94 inches)

485 x 315 x 215 mm (19.09 x 12.40 x 8.46 inches)
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1.16

31250004400
4710268 256632 
091163 256632

Weight 317 g


